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Introduction

‘‘

I welcome the research carried out by Action on Armed
Violence […] While the use of certain explosive weapons
in populated areas may, in some circumstances, fall
within the confines of the law, the humanitarian impact,
both short- and long-term, can be disastrous for civilians.
I therefore urge parties to conflict to refrain from using
explosive weapons with a wide-area impact in densely
populated areas…
United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon,
22 May 2012.1

Over the past two years, Action on Armed Violence
has monitored worldwide incidents and impacts of
explosive violence. Our findings paint a grim picture
of a world where civilians are increasingly the victims
when explosive weapons are used. A world where
the number of civilians reported killed or wounded by
explosive weapons such as tank shells, mortars, car
bombs, landmines, and grenades was 26% higher in
2012 than it was in 2011. A world where ‘collateral
damage’ is an ugly word, hiding an ugly truth.
2012. A year when governments stood by and watched the mounting number of civilians killed and injured
in Syria. Tens of thousands were harmed. It was not
just Syria, however. Bombs and shells killed and injured civilians across the world. From Colombia to
Kenya, Thailand to Sudan; over fifty countries were
directly affected by explosive violence in 2012. It
was civilians, not armed actors, who bore the brunt
of the impacts of these weapons.
Explosive weapons:
Weapons that share common characteristics
causing injuries, deaths, and damage by projecting explosive blast, heat, and often fragmentation
around a point of detonation. These weapons include a variety of munitions such as air-dropped
bombs, mortars, improvised explosive devices,
and artillery shells.2
An Explosive Situation presents an overview of the
casualties recorded by AOAV in 2012, showing where
and when they happened.

It looks at the use of explosive weapons in populated
areas, and investigates those locations where civilians
were most affected. It explores the types of explosive
weapons that were most frequently used according to
their launch-method.
Lastly, the report highlights the fact that weapons
whose explosions impact over a wide area were of
particular concern in 2012.
An Explosive Situation shows that these wide impact
explosive weapons, which indiscriminately project
large amounts of blast and fragmentation across a
wide area, are clearly unacceptable for use in populated areas. Data from the report shows that such
weapons often kill and injure intolerably high numbers
of civilians in a single blast. The injuries inflicted can
be severe and complex, with life-long implications.
The true impact on the lives, limbs, and livelihoods
lost through explosive violence cannot begin to be
quantified in this report. The true cost of a home
destroyed, a business gone, a hospital without medicine, or a schoolhouse demolished, is hard to even
imagine.3 The long-term and indirect harm that civilians suffer from explosive weapons is rarely mentioned in the media. This trauma is, as such, absent
from this report.
The data presented here is also not an attempt to
capture every casualty of every incident of explosive
violence around the world, and no claims are made
in this report that this sample of data represents the
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total impact of explosive weapons on civilians in 2012.
Rather this data should be considered as an indicator
of the scale and scope of these impacts over the
course of a year. The actual number of civilians killed
and injured by explosive violence in 2012 is likely far
higher than the figures shown here.
The data in this report is drawn from over 580 Englishlanguage media sources reporting on incidents and
impacts of explosive weapons use around the world.
The methodology used by AOAV is outlined in further
detail on pages 37-38.The data is particularly limited
with respect to ongoing and intense conflict situations,
such as in Syria. In these contexts, AOAV’s casualty
figures are significantly under-representative due to the
project’s methodological constraints and the nature of
media reporting (see page 13 for details).
What the report does do is show in a clear light some
hard trends that are occurring around the world and
it provides evidence that will feed into a growing
debate. Already, the international community is no
longer standing by in silence while the use of explosive weapons in populated areas continues to cause
devastating and disproportionate harm to civilians.
Concerned states are increasingly speaking out in
greater numbers to acknowledge the serious threat
from explosive violence. There have been recent calls
from the UN Secretary-General, the ICRC, international
organisations, academics, medical professionals,

journalists, and civil society for urgent action to address the humanitarian harm to civilians from these
weapons.
Far more is needed, however, to prevent the consistently high levels of suffering inflicted on civilians from
the use of explosive weapons in populated areas as
documented in this report. AOAV is a founding member
of the International Network on Explosive Weapons
(INEW), a network of non-governmental organisations
that believes explosive weapons with wide-area
impacts must not be used in populated areas.
In this way, AOAV calls on states and other actors
to immediately:

•

Acknowledge that use of explosive weapons in
populated areas tends to cause severe harm to
individuals and communities and furthers suffering
by damaging vital infrastructure;

•

Strive to avoid such harm and suffering in any
situation, review and strengthen national policies
and practices on use of explosive weapons and
gather and make available relevant data;

•

Work for full realisation of the rights of victims
and survivors;

•

Develop stronger international standards, including
certain prohibitions and restrictions on the use of
explosive weapons in populated areas.

People pray at the
graves of victims of
an IED attack on
St Theresa’s Church
outside Abuja, Nigeria,
24 December 2012
(REUTERS/Afolabi
Softunde)
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Key findings

OVERVIEW
There was a 26% rise in the
number of civilian casualties
from explosive weapons in
2012, compared to 2011.
• 34,758 people were killed and
injured by explosive weapons
in 2,742 incidents in 2012 compared to 30,127 people killed or
injured 2,522 incidents in 2011.
• 78% (27,025) of those affected
were civilians, up from 71%
(21,499) in 2011.
When explosive weapons were
used in populated areas 91% of
casualties were reported to be
civilians. In other areas this figure
was 32% – a marked decrease.4
In incidents where the age of
casualties was reported, children
accounted for 15% of all worldwide civilian casualties.

Syria was the worst affected
country in the world in 2012
for explosive violence.
• Syria had 23% more casualties
from explosive weapons than
Iraq, the second most affected
country in the world.5
• Nine out of every 10 of the
explosive violence victims
in Syria were civilians.
There were reports of explosive
violence victims in 58 separate
countries and territories 2012.
• Syria, Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
and Nigeria were the top five
most affected countries from
explosive violence.
• 80% of all recorded civilian
casualties were in these
countries.
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POPULATED AREAS
• On average, 16 people were killed or injured every
time explosive weapons were used in populated
areas. In other areas, the average number
recorded was seven.6

•

•

Air-launched weapons were responsible for at
least 2,518 civilian casualties (9% of all civilian
casualties recorded by AOAV in 2012).9 58%
of all worldwide civilian casualties from airlaunched explosive weapons were in Syria.
Air-dropped bombs and rockets stood out
as causing very high percentages of civilian
casualties. When these weapons were used
in populated areas, 82% of the casualties
were reported to be civilians.10

Ground-launched explosive weapons
• 86% of casualties from the use of ground-launched
explosive weapons were civilians in 2012. 80% of
these incidents occurred in populated areas.11

•

•

•

IEDs were reported to have caused casualties
in 42 countries. The top three countries for IED
explosions were Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
These accounted for 68% of all recorded IED
incidents.14

•

On average, 23 civilians were killed or injured when
an IED was detonated in an attack involving suicide.
This was more than double the average recorded in
other types of IED incidents.15

•

AOAV recorded an average of 32 civilian casualties
per incident from the use of car bombs in populated
areas. This compared to six civilian casualties per
incident in other areas.16

Over half (61%) of all explosive violence incidents
reportedly occurred in populated areas.7

EXPLOSIVE WEAPON TYPES
Air-launched explosive weapons
• 54% of casualties from air-launched explosive
weapons were civilians. Slightly less than half
of incidents involving air-launched weapons
occurred in populated areas (47%).8

•

IEDs
• IEDs caused over half (60%) of the total casualties
from explosive weapons recorded by AOAV in 2012.

AOAV recorded 6,508 civilian casualties from the
use of ground-launched explosive weapons (25% of
all civilian casualties worldwide recorded in 2012).12
Mortars again stood out as a weapon that caused
high percentages of civilian casualties. 90% of all
mortar casualties were reported to be civilians.
60% of all worldwide mortar use in 2012 was
reported in Pakistan and Syria.13

EXPLOSIVE WEAPONS WITH WIDE-AREA IMPACTS
Large scale blast and fragmentation
• Weapons which can project a large amount of blast
and fragmentation across a wide area, such as airdropped bombs and car bombs containing large
quantities of explosives, were frequently the cause
of mass casualty incidents in 2012.17
Inaccuracy of delivery
• When armed actors were reported to be the target
of attacks, civilians made up 52% of the recorded
casualties.18 When attacks targeting armed actors
occurred in populated areas, the percentage of
civilian casualties increased dramatically to 80%.
Multiple munitions
• The use of multiple explosive weapons in combination simultaneously across urban areas was one of
the most destructive patterns of explosive violence
recorded by AOAV.19
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Key terms
CASUALTY:
Refers to people who were killed or physically
injured.20
CIVILIAN/ARMED ACTOR OR SECURITY
PERSONNEL:
Casualties were recorded as ‘armed actors’ only if
they were reported as being part of the state military,
members of non-state armed groups, or security personnel who AOAV considered likely to be armed. This
includes police, security guards, intelligence officers,
and paramilitary forces. All casualties not reported
as belonging to these armed groups were recorded
as civilians.

AIR-LAUNCHED:

•

Air strike: The broadest recording category in this
grouping. It refers to incidents where explosive
weapons were reported as delivered by drones,
planes, helicopters, or other aircraft, and the type
of munition fired was not specified in the news
source.23 Where the munition used is specified in
news sources they are recorded as a more specific
weapon category (see below).

•

Air-dropped bomb: Refers to bombs reported as
being delivered by air. References to areas being
‘bombed’ by military aircraft were recorded as airdropped bomb incidents. This can include makeshift manually-deployed bombs, as well as cluster
bombs.24

•

Missile: These may be air or ground-launched
and were recorded when reference was made
to a ‘missile’ being explosive.25

•

Rocket: These may be air or ground-launched.
Rockets were recorded wherever they are specified
in a news source, or where a known rocket type
was reported in the incident (e.g. Grad, Katyusha).

EXPLOSIVE VIOLENCE INCIDENT:
Refers to the use of explosive weapons that caused
at least one casualty and took place in a 24-hour
period.
POPULATED AREA:
Refers to areas likely to contain concentrations of
civilians.21
EXPLOSIVE WEAPONS TYPES:
Weapons were classified by AOAV based on consistently used language in media reporting. The categories used are deliberately broad in order to capture
a range of different weapon types in light of considerable variance in the level of detail provided by news
sources.
MULTIPLE WEAPON TYPES:
Refers to incidents where a combination of different
explosive weapons were used and it was not possible
to attribute casualties to each munition. These can
involve any combination of air, ground-launched, or
IEDs. The category most commonly includes attacks
where ground-launched weapons such as rockets
and artillery shells were fired together.
MINES:
Refers to incidents where the explosive weapon was
described as a mine or landmine. These include both
antipersonnel and anti-vehicle mines.22

Ruined residential buildings after months of shelling
in the central Jourat al-Shayah district of Homs,
9 October 2012. (www.facebook.com/LensYoungHomsi)
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GROUND-LAUNCHED:

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICES (IEDS):

•

Unspecified shelling: The broadest recording
category in this grouping. It refers to reports of the
use of explosive shells which did not specify how
they were delivered (e.g. mortars, artillery, or tanks).

•

Non-specific IED: The broadest recording category
in this grouping. It refers to all IEDs which could
not be categorised as either ‘roadside bombs’ or
‘car bombs.’

•

Artillery shell: A projectile fired from a gun,
cannon, howitzer, or recoilless gun/rifle. This refers
to medium and large-calibre munitions primarily
designed to fire indirectly.26 Incidents were recorded
as an artillery shell wherever specified in sources.

•

Car bomb: Incidents where the IED was clearly
described as a ‘car bomb,’ or other vehicles. IEDs
which were reported as being attached to vehicles,
such as a sticky bomb attached to a car or a
remote control IED attached to a bicycle, were
recorded as ‘non-specific IEDs.’

•

Mortar: Incidents where reports specified that a
mortar bomb was the munition used.27

•

Roadside bomb: IEDs which were either specifically reported as ‘roadside bombs’ or where an
IED was reported to be used alongside a road
and no further information was provided.

•

Multiple IED types: Incidents where a combination
of different IEDs were used in an incident, and
where news sources did not separately attribute
casualties from individual devices.

•

Tank shell: Explosive shells fired by tanks.

•

Grenade: Incidents where reports indicate
grenades deployed an explosive blast and/or
fragmentation. Grenades specified as ‘homemade’
were recorded as IEDs.

•

RPG: Rocket-propelled grenades. Grenades which
are rifle-launched were recorded as grenades
rather than RPGs.
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2012 Overview

AOAV recorded 34,758 people
killed and injured by explosive
weapons in 2,742 incidents in
2012.
Of these, 78% were civilians
(27,025 civilian casualties).
This was a 26% increase in
the number of civilian casualties from explosive violence
in 2012 from 2011.
TOTAL CASUALTIES
Data recorded by AOAV in 2012 strongly reinforces
evidence that when explosive weapons are used in
populated areas the victims are overwhelmingly
civilians.28
Out of the total 34,758 casualties of explosive violence
recorded by AOAV, 78% (27,052) of persons killed or
injured were reported to be civilians.29 This was a significant 26% increase in the number of civilians killed
and injured by explosive weapons in 2012 compared
to data recorded by AOAV in 2011.
Civilians were even more at risk when explosive
weapons were used in populated areas. In 2012,
civilians made up 91% of victims of the use of
explosive weapons in populated areas, compared
to 32% in other areas. This was an increase from
2011, where civilians made up 84% of the total
victims in populated areas.
These increases were likely caused by the escalating
explosive violence in Syria, where one quarter of all
explosive weapons casualties were recorded. In 2012
in Syria, nine out of 10 of reported casualties from
explosive violence were civilians. The actual numbers

of civilian casualties from explosive weapons are
undoubtedly far greater than those AOAV could
record under the strict methodology of this project.30
GEOGRAPHICALLY WIDESPREAD HARM
Contrary to the association of explosive violence with
large-scale armed conflict and ‘war’ in the traditional
sense, AOAV recorded harm from explosive weapon
use across 58 countries and territories in 2012.31
Syria, Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Nigeria were
the top five most heavily affected countries by explosive violence. AOAV recorded 80% of all civilian casualties worldwide in 2012 in these countries alone.
Syria was the single most affected country by explosive
weapons in 2012. AOAV recorded a nearly 800% increase in civilian casualties in Syria in 2012. Iraq was
the most heavily affected country in 2011.
In 2012 AOAV also recorded increases in explosive
violence in Iraq,32 Thailand,33 Gaza,34 and Kenya.35
At the other end of the scale, in 13 countries there was
only one recorded incident. Civilian casualties from explosive violence decreased notably in a few countries
in 2012, including in Yemen,36 Somalia,37 and Libya,38
and ceased to be recorded in Côte d'Ivoire.39
In many places levels of explosive violence remained
depressingly static.
Pakistan continued to experience high levels of explosive violence. Hundreds of civilians were killed and
injured by IED attacks, often in markets and places of
worship, as well as in drone strikes on ‘suspected militants.’40 In Afghanistan, thousands of civilians were
killed and injured by explosive weapons, despite a 41%
drop in the number of civilian casualties from NATO air
strikes.41 The Sudanese Air Force continued to use large
unguided bombs dropped from Antonov cargo planes
against rebel forces in regions of Sudan and South
Sudan. IED attacks in Nigeria, many carried out by the
Islamist group Boko Haram, killed hundreds of civilians
in 2012, including 186 people who died on 20 January
when a series of bombs exploded in the city of Kano.42
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Figure 1 Top 15 countries and territories with the highest reported number of
civilian casualties from explosive violence
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Figure 2 Casualties by month in 2012
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Incidents of explosive violence recorded
by AOAV in 2012
AOAV recorded explosive violence in 58 countries and territories across the world.
Explosive violence was particularly intense in several contexts.

Countries and territories with between 100 and 500 incidents
Iraq 472, Afghanistan 465, Syria 427, Pakistan 420, Gaza 154, Yemen,135
Countries with between 50 and 100 incidents
India 89, Somalia 77, Philippines 63, Thailand 60
Countries with between 15 and 50 incidents
Nigeria 48, Colombia 35, Israel 35, Kenya 35, Sudan 27, Turkey 27, Russia 21, Libya 19,
Lebanon 16, South Sudan 16
Countries with between 2 and 15 incidents
Mexico 11, Bahrain 7, Rwanda 6, USA 6, Egypt 5, Cambodia 5, Burma 4, Ukraine 4, Algeria 3,
Bosnia and Herzegovina 3, China 3, Democratic Republic of Congo 3, Indonesia 3, Nepal 3,
Armenia 2, Bulgaria 2, Iran 2, Italy 2, Jordan 2, Kazakhstan 2, Mali 2, Republic of Ireland 2,
Serbia 2, UK 2, Vietnam 2
Countries and territories with 1 incident
Australia 1, Azerbaijan 1, Bangladesh 1, Canada 1, Chile 1, Cyprus 1, El Salvador 1, France 1,
Kosovo 1, Malaysia 1, Montenegro 1, South Africa 1, Sri Lanka 1
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The number of civilians who were victims of explosive
weapons was consistently and significantly higher than
armed actors throughout the year. Peaks in civilian
casualties occurred in February, June, and November
2012. These peaks corresponded respectively to the
use of explosive weapons in the Syrian city of Homs,
a number of IED attacks in Iraq, and Israel’s launch
of airstrikes in Gaza.43 (see Figure 2, page 10)
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
In 2012, AOAV recorded a 45% increase in the number
of child casualties from explosive weapons use, from
1,017 in 2011 to 1,471 in 2012. This increase was in
a large part due to the conflict in Syria, which was accountable for 27% of the child casualties of explosive
violence recorded in 2012.44
Children made up 5% of the total civilian casualties
recorded by AOAV. Of the 1,471 children reported
killed or injured, 196 were identified as boys and
159 as girls.45
Media reporting however of child casualties of explosive weapons was often limited. In many incidents
children were reported as being among the casualties
but specific numbers were not given. As such, it is
highly likely that children accounted for a much greater
proportion of civilian casualties. For example, from a
sample of incidents where the age of casualties was
reported, children made up 15% of civilian casualties.
Media reporting on gender was similarly limited. AOAV
only recorded reports of 911 women and girls killed or
injured by explosive weapons in 2012. This meant
women and girls made up only 3% of civilian casual-

‘‘

ties.46 There are a number of factors that could have
contributed to distorting data on gender, from difficulties with conducting media reporting on the ground, to
the nature of the content of media reports. Often in the
aftermath of an incident of explosive violence, it may
not have been possible for journalists to access the
location, particularly where violence was ongoing.
In incidents where explosive weapons caused mass
casualties it was rare for news sources to disaggregate
reporting on casualties by gender or age. To put this
in context, of the 107 incidents where there were
more than 50 civilian casualties, just half included
any demographic information on the victims.47
More data and research is needed to better understand the extent to which children in particular are
impacted by explosive violence. Recent research
by Save the Children has highlighted how explosive
violence in Syria has severely affected children.
Children there have been traumatized by violence,
left homeless or without access to education, and
struggling to cope with bereavement over the loss
of parents and family members from explosive violence. Around 2,000 schools have been damaged
in the conflict, the effects of which are still unclear.48
Less has been documented about the gendered
impacts of explosive violence. An analysis of casualties recorded by Iraq Body Count between 2003 and
2011, however, found that the proportion of women
and children killed and injured was significantly higher
for explosive weapons than for firearm incidents and
other forms of violence in Iraq.49

We should stop the shelling. For me, explosions lead to destruction. And more than that – the shelling makes people get
injured, and it makes people die. The only effect is destruction, death and wounded people. My home has been destroyed. We were in it when it was hit, and when it fell.
I feel as though all of Syria has been destroyed.

Saba (last name withheld)
A displaced Syrian child, aged 13.50
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Syria
Detailed reporting on explosive violence was limited in
Syria as a result of the intensity of the fighting in 2012.
The nature of the conflict there meant it was almost impossible to identify the specific time, location, weapon
used, or number of persons killed and injured from
media reports. As such, it was particularly difficult to
record casualties occurring in Syria (and in other similar
conflict situations) under AOAV’s project methodology.
For example, media reporting that, ‘over the past week,
heavy shelling and widespread fighting across Homs
killed over 100 persons,’ could not be recorded in
AOAV’s data as it is unclear how many of those casualties were caused by explosive weapons, as opposed
to gunfire or other forms of armed violence. Nor could
other criteria necessary for an incident to be recorded
under AOAV’s methodology be satisfied, such as an
indication of the specific 24-hour period in which the
violence occurred.51 The casualty figures recorded by
AOAV are therefore an especially limited reflection of
the total scale of humanitarian harm which explosive
weapons caused in Syria.
In December 2012, the United Nations estimated that
at least 60,000 people had been killed during the conflict in Syria.52 Many of these deaths were not caused
by explosive weapons, as the total figure included

deaths from gunfire and torture as well as other forms
of violence.53 A disaggregation of deaths recorded
by the Centre for Documentation of Violations (VDC)
in Syria suggested that around a third of the deaths
since fighting began in early 2011 had occurred in incidents where explosive weapons were likely to have
been used.54
Both AOAV and the VDC recorded that more than
nine out of every 10 casualties of explosive violence
in Syria were civilians.55
Since protests in Syria began in early 2011, AOAV
recorded 10,260 casualties of explosive violence in the
country. Half of these were fatalities.56 AOAV recorded
similarly low numbers of casualties in other intense
periods of conflict, such as in Libya in 2011 and in
Lebanon in 2006, compared with estimates of total
casualties from on-the-ground investigations.57
These issues impact the overall total of casualties
recorded by AOAV for a given year. For 2012, the
figure of 34,758 persons killed and injured by explosive
weapons is likely to be significantly higher in actuality.
However, AOAV’s research gives a clear sense of the
world’s hotspots for explosive violence in 2012, and the
trends emerging from these conflicts.

Syrian women and children walk past damaged buildings in Aleppo, 26 December 2012 (REUTERS/Muzaffar Salman).
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Explosive weapons in populated areas

In populated areas, 91% of
casualties in 2012 were reported as civilians. This compared to 32% in other areas.
On average, 16 people were
killed or injured in each incident
recorded in a populated area.
In other areas in 2012 the
average number was seven.
In incidents reportedly targeting armed actors, over half
(52%) of all casualties were
still civilians. When these attacks occurred in populated
areas, 80% of casualties were
civilians.
Urban centres, markets, and
residential neighbourhoods
were the most heavily affected
locations.
POPULATED AREAS
In populated areas, 91% of explosive violence casualties were reported as civilians, compared to 32% in
other areas. This was an increase from 2011, where
84% of casualties in populated areas were civilians,
compared to 35% elsewhere.
This increase was recorded amidst increasing concern
in 2012 over the size and power of explosive weapons
being used in populated areas, as well as the means
of their deployment, particularly in Syria.

Figure 3 Total casualties by populated area /
non-populated area
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In 2012, AOAV recorded 24,603 civilian deaths and
injuries in populated areas. More than nine in 10
civilian casualties (91%) were recorded in just 61%
of all the incidents reported in 2012.
This pattern is not surprising. When explosive
weapons are used in areas where civilians are
concentrated, civilians are at greater risk of harm.
The very nature of explosive weapons’ blast and
fragmentation effects compounds this harm in
populated areas.
These weapons can often result in entire buildings
being destroyed or collapsing, trapping victims, and
causing severe crush injuries and high numbers of
fatalities in a single instance.58
In 2012, when an explosive weapon was used in a
populated area, 16 people were on average killed
or injured per incident. This was more than double the
average recorded in areas that were not reported as
populated.59
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Explosive weapons are also often indiscriminate in
their impacts. AOAV recorded that in incidents where
explosive weapons reportedly were used to target
armed actors or military objectives, civilians still made
up 52% of casualties.60 When attacks targeting armed
actors occurred in populated areas, this percentage
increased dramatically with civilians making up 80%
of the total casualties.61
The long-term impacts of the damage and destruction
frequently caused by explosive weapons when used in
populated areas can be devastating, leaving civilians
homeless, without possessions, without access to vital
public services, and deprived of their means of livelihood.

I had to watch as he died right in
front of my eyes. It's the most
awful tragedy imaginable. My son
was the family's only breadwinner
because my husband has cancer
and is no longer able to work. Now
we have lost our only source of income from this incident too. I have
no idea how we can live after this;
no idea how we will survive. All
of our belongings were either destroyed by the blast or in the fire
that followed and completely
burned our home to the ground.

‘‘

Sumalee Yeesaman,
seriously injured in a car bombing in
Thailand, 21 September 2012.62

LOCATIONS
AOAV recorded explosive weapons use in populated areas and crowded locations such as places of
worship, buses and trains, cinemas, sports stadiums,
cafés, restaurants, and festivals. Civilians were overwhelmingly the majority of casualties in these instances,
making up 94-99% of all casualties recorded in these
locations.63

AOAV found that when attacks occurred in populated
areas, explosive weapons were most often used
across multiple urban locations in a single incident,
in markets, and in urban residential areas.64 A third
of all civilian casualties were recorded in these three
types of locations (see Figure 4 overleaf).
Most of the incidents and casualties involving the use
of explosive weapons across urban centres or multiple
urban locations were caused by combinations of heavy
shelling, including by rockets, mortars, and artillery.
The majority of these incidents involved groundlaunched explosive weapons (65%). These types of
attacks were reported in a total of 13 countries and
territories, including Afghanistan, Israel, Libya, and
Sudan. The vast majority, though, were recorded in
Syria (74%).
Explosive weapons attacks on markets were responsible for the second highest number of civilian casualties
in populated areas. IEDs were the explosive weapon
most frequently used in these incidents.65 In 2012,
AOAV recorded 2,905 casualties in over 100 explosive
weapons attacks on markets. Of these 93% were
reported to be civilians.
Civilians also continued to be killed and injured in disproportionately high numbers by explosive weapons in
their own homes and neighbourhoods, particularly in
urban areas.66 These attacks caused the third highest
percentage of civilian casualties in populated areas
(11%), occurring in urban residential areas across 28
countries and territories in 2012.67
In 2012, AOAV recorded a relatively small number of
incidents (61) where explosive weapons were used in
or near schools, hospitals, and humanitarian infrastructure.68 These incidents caused 667 civilian casualties,
including 100 children.69
There are strong existing presumptions and legal prohibitions against any violent attacks on schools, hospitals,
or humanitarian infrastructure.70 The current outrage
and widespread condemnation of these attacks reflect
evidence of a strong norm on the unacceptability of
using explosive weapons in such areas.71
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Figure 4 Civilian casualties by incident location
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‘‘

UNICEF condemns yesterday’s shelling of a school near
Damascus that killed a number of students and a teacher.
Since the violence in Syria began, schools have been
looted, vandalized and burned. This is unacceptable.
Schools are, and must remain, zones of peace.

Maria Calivis,
UNICEF Regional Director,
5 December 2012. 72
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USERS OF EXPLOSIVE WEAPONS
Figure 5 Civilian casualties by reported user

Figure 6 shows the states and coalitions of states
involved in the most incidents of explosive violence
recorded by AOAV in 2012.
Figure 6 States and coalition actors with the
highest use of explosive weapons
States
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The percentage of civilian casualties from explosive
weapons was roughly the same regardless of whether
the weapons were used by states or non-state actors.
Where the user of explosive weapons was reported in
media sources, states were responsible for 28% of the
total recorded civilian casualties and non-state actors
were responsible for 24%.
However, in almost half of all recorded incidents the
user of explosive weapons was not reported.73 Of the
incidents where the user was ‘unknown,’ 74% involved
the use of IEDs. Given that no incident of state use of
IEDs was recorded in 2012, it is likely that the number
of civilian casualties caused by non-state actors is
higher than those which could clearly be attributed
under AOAV’s methodology.
Nineteen different states were recorded as using
explosive weapons, independent of states contributing
troops to multilateral forces such as the African Union
Mission in Somalia, and NATO ISAF (North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation International Security Assistance
Force).74 State use of explosive weapons caused a
recorded 9,191 casualties, of which 72% were
civilians.
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AOAV recorded more than 70 non-state armed groups
using explosive weapons. These caused 9,937 casualties, of which 75% were civilians.75 In some contexts
multiple non-state groups were active. For example,
AOAV found 12 different non-state groups firing rockets
and mortars from Gaza into Israel, including Islamic
Jihad, Abu Ali Mustafa brigades, Al-Quds Brigade,
and the Mujahedeen Shura Council.
Figure 7 shows the non-state armed groups most involved in explosive violence. They largely correspond
with the list of the countries most affected by explosive
violence in figure 6.
Figure 7 Non-state groups with the highest use
of explosive weapons
Non-state
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Islamic State of Iraq
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Taliban (Afghanistan)
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Groups with links to the Free Syrian Army
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Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan

5
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6

Boko Haram (Nigeria)
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Explosive weapons types
Figure 8 Percentage of casualties that were civilians by explosive weapon type
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AOAV records information on the explosive weapon
used in any incident, the full list of which can be found
listed on pages 7 and 8. The categories it uses are
kept broad and reflect the language used to report
explosions and shelling in news sources.

AOAV has grouped these weapons broadly according
to their delivery; by air, by ground, or if they are improvised explosive devices (IEDs).
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Air-launched explosive weapons
Air-launched explosive
weapons were responsible
for 9% of civilian casualties
recorded in 2012 (2,518).
87% of casualties were
reported to be civilians
when air-launched explosive
weapons were used in
populated areas.
Air-launched explosive
weapons were used in 30%
of all incidents involving the
use of manufactured explosive
weapon in populated areas.
70% of incidents were
ground-launched.
Air-dropped bombs and rockets stood out as air-launched
explosive weapons types
causing particularly high
percentages of civilian
casualties (82%).76
AOAV recorded 92 incidents
of drone strikes in 2012 in
six different countries and
territories. This was an
increase of 17% from 2011.

Air-launched explosive weapons include a variety of
ordnance ranging from unguided bombs dropped from
planes to guided missiles fired by drones.77 AOAV
recorded that air-launched explosive weapons caused
nine percent of all civilian casualties in 2012. More
than twice as many civilian casualties were recorded
from air-launched explosive weapons in 2012 than in
2011.78 This substantial rise was linked to the increasingly widespread use of air-delivered weapons in
populated areas in Syria.
Casualties from air-launched explosive weapons occurred in at least 14 different countries and territories.
However, just under half of all incidents recorded
occurred in Afghanistan (20%) and the Gaza strip
(28%). There was an increase in the percentage of
aerial attacks in populated areas, up from 37% in
2011 to 47% in 2012.
This was largely due to the commencement of air
strikes by the Syrian air force in mid- 2012. Fiftyeight percent of civilian casualties from air-launched
explosive weapons were recorded in Syria. This was
despite only 13% of the incidents occurring there.
Air-dropped bombs and rockets stood out as two
types of air-launched explosive weapons that caused
particularly high levels of civilian casualties when they
were used in populated areas (see figure 9). 82% of
all casualties recorded from the use of these weapons
in populated areas were civilians.79
In one incident on 12 November, Syrian government
fighter jets dropped bombs on residential areas in the
Syrian town of Ras al-Ain, close to the Turkish border.
At least 20 civilians were killed in four air strikes. Bombs
fell across the town, demolishing at least 15 buildings.
Another 70 people were injured, 10 of whom died later
in hospitals across the border in Turkey.80
Generally, however, air-launched explosive weapons
were globally used less frequently in populated areas
than ground-launched explosive weapons.
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Figure 9 Average civilian casualties per incident
from air-launched explosive weapons
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The use of air-launched explosive weapons was
recorded in 30% of all incidents involving the use of
manufactured explosive weapons in populated areas.
This compared to 70% of incidents that were groundlaunched.
Civilians accounted for 54% of casualties recorded
from air-launched explosive weapons. Whereas 86%
of casualties from the use of ground-launched
explosive weapons were civilians.
When these weapons were used in populated areas,
however, air-launched and ground-launched explosive
weapons caused similarly elevated levels of civilian
casualties.
In populated areas, 86% of casualties from airlaunched explosive weapons were civilians. Eighty percent of casualties from ground-launched explosive
weapons use in populated areas were civilians.

DRONES
AOAV recorded 92 incidents of the use of air-launched
explosive weapons involving drones in 2012. The number of drone strikes increased by 21% in 2012 from
2011. Despite this rise, casualties recorded in these
strikes were down eight percent compared to 2011.
Incidents were recorded in six different countries
and territories, including Afghanistan, Egypt, Gaza,
Pakistan, Somalia, and Yemen.
The impact that drone strikes had on civilians was unclear. In total, only 43 civilian casualties were recorded
by AOAV in 2012, compared to 627 armed actor casualties. However, many of the drone strikes occurred
were recorded in remote and insecure parts of Pakistan
and Yemen, where journalists had limited or no access. It is likely that civilian casualties from drone
use could be much higher.81
BARREL BOMBS
The use of improvised ‘barrel bombs’ by Syrian
government forces was recorded for the first time in
September 2012.82 These were described as makeshift weapons, consisting of containers filled with fuel,
explosives, and chunks of jagged steel. In Sudan’s
Blue Nile province, Human Rights Watch found evidence of barrel bombs filled with nails and other
pieces of metal dropped from Sudanese government
Antonov planes.83
On 1 November, activists in Syria reported that
government air-force planes dropped old storage
tanks filled with explosives on a line of people queuing outside a bakery. Fifteen died.84 French Foreign
Minister Laurent Fabius was among the world leaders
who stressed the emerging use of these weapons in
Syria marked a concerning escalation of violence in
the country. Human rights watchdogs condemned the
use of barrel bombs, along with the use of other simiarly high explosive and fragmentation aircraft bombs,
in populated areas.85
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Ground-launched explosive weapons
Ground-launched manufactured explosive weapons
include a broad range of weapons, from small hand
grenades to large artillery and mortar shells, fired from
land or sea. In 2012, AOAV recorded that groundlaunched weapons caused 25% of all civilian casualties reported worldwide (6,508).

Ground-launched explosive
weapons were responsible
for 25% of civilian casualties
recorded in 2012.
86% of total casualties from
these types of weapons were
civilians in 2012. This was up
from 73% in 2011.

Of all casualties caused by ground-launched explosive
weapons in 2012, 86% were reported to have been
civilians. This was an increase from 73% in 2011.86 This
change may have been caused in part by increasing
violence in Syria where 95% of ground-launched explosive weapon casualties were recorded to be civilians.87

80% of these incidents occurred in populated areas.

Over 50% of the civilian casualties from groundlaunched explosive weapons occurred in incidents
where a state military was reported as the user.88

Mortars were among the worst
types of ground-launched explosive weapons causing high
levels of civilian harm. 90% of
mortar casualties were civilians.

Ground-launched explosive weapons tended to be
used more frequently in populated areas than airlaunched weapons. This may explain why groundlaunched explosive weapons resulted in a higher
proportion of civilian casualties than aerial attacks.

Figure 10 Civilian casualties per ground-launched
weapon/user
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Eighty percent of incidents of ground-launched explosive weapons use occurred in populated areas.89
Mortars, grenades, and attacks using combinations of
ground-launched explosive weapons were responsible
for three-quarters of all civilian casualties from these
types of explosive weapons.90
MORTARS
Mortars were identified as among the types of groundlaunched explosive weapons that were particularly
harmful to civilians in both 2012 and 2011.91 In 2012,
there was an increase in the number of mortar incidents recorded. The proportion of civilian casualties
from mortar use however remained disproportionately
high at 90%.92 Mortar casualties were recorded in
15 different countries, although 60% of their use was
reported in Pakistan and Syria.
GROUND-LAUNCHED COMBINATIONS
Many civilian casualties from ground-launched explosive weapons in 2012 came from multiple types of
ground-launched explosive weapons that were used
in combination. This included, for example, the firing
of rockets, artillery, and tanks shells into an area.93
These incidents tended to occur in situations of particularly intense explosive violence and often resulted
in a high number of civilian casualties. Of the nearly
2,500 people killed and injured by these attacks, 93%
were civilians.94
Ground-launched explosive weapons were also often
used in large numbers and as part of sustained bombardments.95 On 21 February 2012, during the siege of
the Syrian city of Homs, it was reported that 31 people
were killed and over 300 more injured, by barrages of
250 rockets and artillery shells. They fell at a rate of
several shells per minute.96

GRENADES
Grenades were the most frequently recorded type
of ground-launched explosive weapon used in 2012.
AOAV recorded 238 incidents of grenade use causing
1,410 civilian casualties in 2012. This was a four percent decrease compared to 2011. Incidents were
recorded in 24 countries, though most frequently in
India, Pakistan, and the Philippines, where over half
(57%) of grenade casualties occurred.
Many of the attacks involving grenades were reported
in the contexts of domestic disputes, extortion demands,
or other acts of personal violence. For example, 31
incidents were reported as occurring on commercial
premises. In one incident in Colombia, a six-year-old
girl was amongst those killed when a grenade was
thrown into a supermarket in the town of Santa Marta
on 23 October. Three people were killed in the attack
and 23 further were injured. Reports suggested that
the attack was connected to a dispute between two
rival gangs.97
It is likely that many such smaller incidents of explosive
weapons use are underrepresented in the dataset.
Further research carried out for AOAV analysing
grenade use in Mexico found that a number of incidents were not picked up by English-language news
sources.98 According to local media sources, over 100
casualties were caused by grenades in Mexico over a
12-month period. Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas, near
the U.S border, were among the most heavily affected
regions where nearly half of these incidents occurred.
Prevalent use of explosive weapons in non-conflict
contexts by non-state actors could be seen as an indicator of a loss of state control over legitimate means
of force and as a significant elevation of levels of armed
violence in a country.99
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Improvised explosive devices (IEDs)

60% (20,914) of total casualties from explosive weapons
use were caused by IEDs.100

escalation in explosive weapon use in the populated
areas across the country.105
Figure 11 Countries with the most civilian casualties from IEDs

81% (16,933) of these were
reported to be civilians.
An average of 23 civilians
were killed or injured in IED
attacks involving suicide.
This was double the average
recorded for other IED types –
such as those detonated by
remote-control or a timer.
Car bomb explosions in
populated areas caused
an average of 32 civilian
casualties per incident.
In 2012, IEDs, as opposed to manufactured explosive
ordnance such as artillery or mortars, were responsible for over half (60%) of the total casualties from explosive weapons use recorded by AOAV.101
The percentage of IED casualties that were civilians
increased from 76% in 2011 to 81% in 2012.
IEDs were the predominant explosive weapon used
by non-state armed groups (73%). Civilian casualties
from IEDs were recorded in 42 different countries and
territories in 2012.102 As in 2011, IED use was particularly intense in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.103
High numbers of casualties were also reported in
Syria, where AOAV recorded a dramatic increase in
IED use.104 More than 10 times the number of civilian
casualties from IEDs were recorded in Syria in 2012
than in 2011, an upsurge in keeping with the wider
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DETONATION METHOD
AOAV was able to record a clearly described mode of
detonation in a third of IED incidents in 2012. Where
the activation method of an IED was reported, attacks
involving suicide bombers stood out as a particular
concern.106 AOAV recorded 4,950 civilian casualties
from 212 IED incidents that involved suicide as part
of the act of detonation. This was an average of 23
civilians killed or injured per suicide-bomb IED attack.
This was more than double the average recorded for
all other detonation types, including victim-activated
and remote-controlled bombs.107 More than two-thirds
of suicide attacks took place in populated areas where
civilians were gathered, often in large crowds.
In one such incident on 14 July, an IED exploded
without warning during a wedding party in northern
Afghanistan. A man detonated his explosive vest in
the middle of a crowd of wedding guests, killing himself
and 23 others, and wounding another 60 people.108 The
power of the blast blew apart windows, sending flying
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glass and debris across the wedding hall.109 One of the
witnesses told reporters, “There were bloody bodies
all around the first floor. The explosion was so strong.
There were people even on the third floor who were
wounded.”110
CAR BOMBS IN POPULATED AREAS
Car bombs accounted for one in five (21%) of all IED
incidents reported in 2012. They had a major impact
however, causing almost half (48%) of all the civilian
casualties from IED use in 2012.
Car bombs were responsible for a particularly high
number of civilian casualties per incident, as they
tended to contain large quantities of explosive materials and were frequently used in civilian areas (78%).
AOAV recorded an average of 32 civilian casualties

per incident when car bombs were detonated in populated areas. This compared to six civilian casualties
per incident in other areas.
In one example on 29 November, two car bombs
detonated outside a restaurant in the Iraqi town of
Hilla. The second bomb was targeted at ambulances
responding to the initial blast.111 Thirty-three civilians
were reportedly killed and 166 people wounded in
the attack. Many of the civilians killed and injured
were Shiite pilgrims queuing to receive food from
a restaurant set up in an outdoor tent.112
Ihsan al-Khalidi, a 39-year-old schoolteacher present
at the site recalled that, “we started to stop civilian cars
asking them to take the wounded to hospital since
there were not enough ambulances to transfer them.”113

A Pakistani child cries to his injured
father following an IED blast in
Peshawar, Pakistan on 19 September
2012. (AFP Photo/Hasham Ahmed)
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Wide-area effects of explosive weapons
A number of explosive weapon types stood out in
AOAV’s data as causing particularly severe and
consistently high levels of harm to civilians when
used in populated areas. These weapons are defined
by their ability to affect a wide area from their point
of detonation. Their impact was usually brutal and
indiscriminate.

the use of these weapons repeatedly demonstrated
their acute and devastating impact on civilians.
Explosive weapons may be considered as having
wide area impacts based on a number of factors,
including:

•
The use of these weapons that have wide-area
effects, particularly in populated areas, has been
singled out as a particular concern for the protection
of civilians in armed conflict.

•
•

the size and scale of the blast and fragmentation
they produce;
the inaccuracy of the delivery of individual
weapons; and
when multiple explosive munitions are fired into
an area.

In 2012, United Nations Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon highlighted the threat to civilians from
explosive weapons use. He specifically urged all
actors “to refrain from using explosive weapons
with a wide-area impact in densely populated areas.”114
In incident after incident recorded by AOAV in 2012,

The following section provides a brief description
of some of the harm AOAV recorded in 2012 from
weapons that might be considered as meeting one,
a combination, or all of these criteria for having
wide-area effects.

Figure 12 Weapons that killed the greatest
number of civilians

Figure 13 Weapons with the highest percentage
of casualties who were civilians
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Large blast and fragmentation effects
Certain explosive weapons types containing large
quantities of explosive material were often found to
be especially destructive.115
The impacts of these weapons are amplified by the
size and power of the explosive force produced and
the distance over which blast and fragmentation is
projected. Their large blast radius affects people and
buildings indiscriminately, regardless of the target.116
They can include weapons such as air-dropped
bombs, high-explosive artillery or tank shells, car
bombs, and ballistic missiles.117
On 18 November, a single bomb with a large explosive
content dropped by an Israeli fighter jet killed three
generations of the same family in their own home in
Gaza City.118 Ten members of the Dalu family, including

five women and four children, were killed when the
bomb exploded through their three-storey house in the
densely populated Nasser neighbourhood. The whole
of the Dalu house collapsed under the force of the
explosion. Many of the family inside were crushed to
death. The damage was so extensive and the rubble
so densely packed that it took rescue workers more
than an hour to uncover the casualties buried beneath.119 The blast was so powerful it also destroyed
several neighbouring homes, killing a young man
and an elderly woman living next door.120
Human Rights Watch stated the attack was a “clear
violation of the laws of war” and called on Israel
explain why such a large munition was used in
the attack in a densely populated area.121

A crowd gathers at the site of the Dalu house in Gaza, destroyed by an air-dropped bomb, 18 November 2012.
(REUTERS/Suhaib Salem)
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IED explosion in Landi Kotal market, Pakistan, 16 June 2012. (REUTERS/Shahid Shinwari)

“We were asleep and there was a terrific blast. There
are no words to describe what happened later, only
smoke and dust and heavy silence because the sound
shut our ears,” said Abdul-Latif Dahman, a resident
who lived nearby to the Dalu family.122
AOAV recorded the use of such air-dropped bombs
on a frequent number of occasions. In one incident,
two large bombs dropped by the Syrian Air Force completely levelled an entire housing block in a residential
neighbourhood in the town of Azaz on 15 August. The
two bombs immediately killed 46 civilians and injured
200 others. Rescue workers needed bulldozers to retrieve the dead and injured from the rubble.123
A local resident retrieved a fragment of what appeared
to be a 500 kg bomb, which would potentially explain
the scale of the destruction. A Human Rights Watch
investigation after the attack found that a 70 by 70
square metre area was flattened by the bombs.
The use of IEDs containing large quantities of explosives in densely populated areas caused some of the
most deadly incidents of 2012. On 16 June, a truck
bomb in a busy market in the town of Landi Kotal in
northwest Pakistan killed 25 people, including three
children. Another 65 were injured.124 Hundreds of

people were shopping when the bomb exploded in
a narrow lane. Most of the victims were fruit and
vegetable sellers.

If the weapons used are so inaccurate that they cannot be directed at
military targets without imposing a
substantial risk of civilian harm,
then they should not be deployed.
Weapons, such as aerial bombs
with a large blast radius may be
considered indiscriminate when
used in populated areas.

‘‘

Human Rights Watch,
August 2012.125

The local administration claimed that 25 shops, three
vehicles, and a number of surrounding buildings were
damaged.126 The bomb disposal unit reported that
50 kg of explosives were used in the attack.
A journalist present at the site reported that “The
explosion was of a high intensity and it shook the
entire Landikotal bazaar and nearby villages.”127
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Inaccurate delivery system
AOAV’s data reflects considerable humanitarian harm
caused by the inaccuracy of many types of explosive
weapons. AOAV recorded that even when explosive
weapons were used specifically to target armed actors
and military-related objectives, 52% of the casualties
were still civilians.128
This alarming statistic is an indication that many explosive weapons are totally inappropriate for use in populated areas. Even a small margin of error can result in
civilian deaths and injuries.
Certain types of explosive weapons, such as unguided
bombs, mortars, and artillery were notably harmful in
AOAV’s dataset.

In both Sudan and South Sudan, unguided and inaccurate bombs were repeatedly dropped by Sudanese
Armed Forces’ airplanes on villages and farmland.
AOAV recorded 35 of these incidents in 2012, causing
at least 188 civilian casualties.
On 14 April, four civilians and a soldier were killed
when six bombs were dropped on Bentiu, the capital of
South Sudan’s Unity State.129 Media reports claimed
that the intended target of the strikes was a nearby
bridge which led to the Sudan/South Sudan border.
However, at least one of the bombs missed its target
and hit a market 100 metres away, killing traders.
The bridge was left undamaged.130

Aftermath of bombing of Bentiu market in South Sudan, 14 April 2012 (Adriane Ohanesian/AFP/Getty Images)
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Free Syrian Army members use an improvised catapult to launch an IED in Aleppo, 15 October 2012 (Reuters/Asmaa Waguih)

In both 2012 and 2011, the victims of mortar use
were overwhelmingly civilians, making up 90% of all
casualties caused by these weapons. This finding is
an indication that mortars and other such ‘indirect fire’
weapons, such as artillery shells and rockets, are
unacceptable for use when civilians are present in
proximity to a target.131
In an incident typical of many recorded by AOAV, six
civilians were killed and two children were injured when
a mortar shell fell short of its target and hit a refugee
camp in Mogadishu, Somalia on 19 March 2012.132
Officials blamed the Al-Shabaab group for the attack,
which was believed to have been aimed at the nearby
presidential palace.133 The incident was condemned by
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees who called
on “all parties to the conflict to cease attacks targeting
civilians and humanitarian agencies, or where there
is a high risk of harm to civilians located near the
target.”134
In Syria, AOAV recorded a number of instances where
large artillery shells and bombs struck in proximity to

queues of people waiting for flour outside bakeries in
the city of Aleppo. Fragmentation from the high-explosive shells sprayed into the tightly-packed queues,
killing and injuring hundreds of civilians. In one incident
at the Al-Zarra bakery, on 16 August, artillery shells
landed near a breadline of several hundred people.135
As many as 60 people were killed and at least 70
more were injured by four artillery shells.

There were between 40 and 50
people on the ground, covered in
blood, and body parts- arms and
legs all over. I remember a little
boy, maybe five years old, killed,
his head split open, and there was
still a piece of bread in his mouth.

‘‘

Samir (last name withheld),
a resident who lived across the street
from the bakery.136
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Multiple explosive weapons
AOAV recorded numerous incidents in 2012 where
explosive weapons were dropped, detonated, or
launched in large numbers across an area.137
The use of multiple explosive weapons in combination
simultaneously across urban areas was one of the most
destructive patterns of explosive weapons use recorded
by AOAV. The use of explosive weapons to attack multiple locations at once caused the highest numbers of
civilian casualties of any form of explosive violence.138
Combinations of ground-launched, as opposed to airlaunched, explosive weapons were most frequently
recorded, with multiple mortars, rockets, and artillery
shells used to saturate wide areas. During the month
of February, AOAV recorded more than 1,000 civilian
casualties from the use of multiple explosive weapons
in the Syrian city of Homs alone.
Multiple launch rocket systems were a type of explosive weapon with a wide-area impact that caused disproportionately high numbers of civilian casualties and
widespread devastation when used in populated areas.
These weapons fire multiple munitions in rapid succession and blanket large areas with explosive force.
The Grad rocket system is one example. It fires 40
unguided rockets, each with a large warhead weighing
60 kg, in a period of 20 seconds.139 Rockets such as
these were reported in a third of all the incidents in
2012 where combinations of different ground-launched
explosive weapons thundered into towns and cities.140
AOAV recorded many incidents where the devastating
impacts from the use of multiple launch rocket systems
were magnified when they were used alongside other
explosive weapons such as long-range artillery.
In one example, on 8 February, at least 53 people were
killed and hundreds wounded by a sustained barrage of
mortars, shells, and Grad rockets, fired by Syrian government forces. More than 200 rockets fell in less than three
hours.141 Twenty-three buildings in the besieged Baba
Amr district of Homs were completely destroyed.142
The casualties included children as well as ICRC
personnel.143
The use of multiple explosive weapons with wide-area
impacts would be in many instances already illegal

under international humanitarian law, which prohibits
attacks involving ‘bombardment’ of civilian areas.144

We’ve seen some horrific injuries
caused by artillery exploding in
built up areas, hitting homes with
often civilians in, including young
children. The very complicated
reconstructive surgery that is
needed is just not available.

‘‘

Paul Woods, BBC journalist,
Beirut, 9 February.145

CLUSTER MUNITIONS
Cluster munitions, explosive weapons notorious for
their ability to scatter large numbers of explosives
across a wide area, have been banned by the international community for their indiscriminate and inhumane wide-area impacts.146 However, in 2012, AOAV
recorded 11 incidents in Syria where casualties were
reported from the use of these weapons. On 25 November, 10 children playing in an outdoor playground
were killed by cluster bombs dropped by a Syrian
government MiG fighter jet over Deir al-Asafir in
Damascus.147 One witness told Human Rights Watch
“I heard people screaming and running toward the
playground […] When I reached the playground I
saw five children dead and many other wounded.”148
Many states have condemned the use of cluster
bombs in Syria, including British Foreign Minister
William Hague who called the apparent use of cluster
munitions “an appalling disregard for human life.”149
The consistent harm recorded by AOAV from explosive
weapons with wide-area impacts raises serious questions on the acceptability of the use of these weapons
in civilian areas. While existing provisions of international humanitarian law undoubtedly apply to the use
of these weapons, it appears that international law is
not stopping this harm from happening.
The humanitarian suffering demonstrated in AOAV’s
data shows that new, stronger international standards,
including more robust prohibitions and restrictions on
the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, are
urgently needed.

“We didn’t sleep all night. The situation is a mess—
all kinds of explosions and heavy weapons. We
could hear the blast from the rockets hitting in the
neighbourhood nearby. If we were afraid, you can
imagine how afraid our children are.”
Adnan, resident of Daraa, June 2012.150

Demolished buildings in al-Qasoor district, Homs, 20 June 2012. (www.facebook.com/LensYoungHomsi)
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Stockpile incidents and explosive remnants of war
STOCKPILE INCIDENTS
While not included in the figures presented in this report, AOAV recorded a number of unintended explosions in stockpiles of explosive weapons that inflicted
significant harm on civilians, especially when the stockpiles were located in populated areas. These incidents
killed and injured local residents, damaged homes,
businesses, and infrastructure, and scattered unexploded ordnance over a wide area.151
Unintended explosions at munitions sites are a global
problem and a persistent threat to the safety of civilians,
especially in populated areas. In 2012, AOAV recorded
18 stockpile explosions causing civilian casualties. These
explosions were reported in nine countries, including
Afghanistan, Belgium, Bulgaria, Egypt, Lebanon,
Republic of Congo, Russia, Turkey, and Yemen.152
In a particularly devastating example, on the 4 March
2012, a series of explosions at a large ammunition
depot rocked a densely populated neighbourhood of
Brazzaville, the capital city of the Republic of Congo.
At least 292 people were killed, and more than 2,000
were injured.153

The depots contained significant stockpiles of explosive
ordnance including rockets, artillery and tank shells,
and the powerful blasts sent kick-outs as far as 2.8 km
from the epicentre.154 Many residents had their homes
and belongings completely destroyed, one hospital
was badly damaged, the city’s health care capacity
completely overwhelmed, and a primary school and
numerous shops and businesses demolished.
Nearly a month after the incident, over 14,000 people
were still living in tents in camps set up to shelter the
displaced.
EXPLOSIVE REMNANTS OF WAR
Explosive weapons can also continue to affect civilians
long after they have been fired. Explosive weapons
which fail to explode as intended can linger in the form
of explosive remnants of war for years, if not decades
afterwards.
In 2012, AOAV recorded 218 civilian casualties from
unexploded or abandoned ordnance in 24 different
countries and territories. The actual number of casualties from explosive remnants of war is likely to be far
higher.155

Fanny Oba and her five children in a displacement camp in Brazzaville following the stockpile explosions on
4 March 2012. Their house was destroyed in the blast. AOAV/Simon Conway, March 2012.
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Conclusion
I condemn unequivocally the use
of tanks, mortars and artillery in
civilian areas.

Civilians faced an even greater threat from explosive
weapons in 2012. The conflict in Syria may have dominated headlines, yet civilians were killed, injured, and
had their lives blown apart by explosive weapons
across the world. From the incessant use of IEDs in
Iraq to air strikes in Sudan, attacks continued on a
near daily basis.
AOAV’s data over the past two years documents a
truly alarming pattern. In 2012, as in 2011, civilians
made up the overwhelming majority of the victims
of explosive weapons recorded by AOAV. This was
true in nearly every country where explosive weapons were recorded used and for nearly every explosive weapon type.
In 2012, there was a 26% increase in the total
number of casualties from explosive weapons and
a greater proportion of civilians amongst the total
victims.
The message is clear. When explosive weapons
are used in populated areas, it is civilians who pay
the price.
The world is beginning to take note and take action.
Governments, the UN, international organizations,
and civil society have acknowledged and appealed for
urgent measures to address the humanitarian harm
caused by explosive weapons in populated areas.
The use of explosive weapons, particularly those
with wide-area impacts, in populated areas has been
increasingly condemned as entirely unacceptable.156
The desperate humanitarian crisis in Syria has thrown
in stark relief the inhumanity and unacceptability of the
use of explosive weapons with wide-area impacts in
civilian areas. States have condemned the size and
power of explosive weapons being used in populated
areas in the country.157 Ending the use of heavy, highexplosive weapons in the markets and streets of Syria
was a central precondition of UN efforts to bring about
peace during the year.158

‘‘

UK Foreign Secretary
William Hague,
4 February 2012.159

The international stigma against the use of explosive
weapons in populated areas is growing.
And it is about time. People will suffer from what has
happened in 2012 for years to come. Whether from a
misfired missile that strikes a civilian home, a massive
car bomb ripping through a crowded market, or the
bombardment of an entire city, the blast and fragmentation of explosive weapons not only causes death
and injury but also creates severe and long-lasting
harm to affected communities.
AOAV is a founding member of the International
Network on Explosive Weapons (INEW).160 Together
with other INEW members, AOAV calls on states and
users of explosive weapons, as a matter of urgency:

•
•

to acknowledge the unacceptable harm caused
by the use of these weapons in populated areas;
to strive to avoid this harm by reviewing and
strengthening national policies and practices;

•

to work towards fulfilling the rights of victims
of explosive violence; and

•

to develop stronger international standards,
including prohibitions and restrictions on the
use of explosive force.

Immediate action must be taken to prevent the
levels of human suffering from the use of explosive
weapons in populated areas such as documented
by AOAV in 2012.
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Recommendations
•

All users of explosive weapons should refrain
from using them in populated areas.

•

States should review their policies and practices
on the use of explosive weapons in populated
areas, particularly those which may be expected
to affect a wide area.

•

States should publically condemn any use in
populated areas of explosive weapons with
wide-area effects as a matter of urgency.

•

States, international organizations, and civil
society should strive to develop a common
understanding of how explosive weapons
affect a wide area and engage in morefocused dialogue on the issue.

•

States, international organisations, and nongovernmental organisations should gather
and make available data on the impacts of
explosive weapons. Data on the casualties of
explosive violence should be disaggregated,
including by sex and age, so that stakeholders
can accurately assess the impact of explosive
weapons. In particular, users of explosive
weapons have a responsibility to record the
impacts of these weapons and make public
their efforts to track the consequences of their
use of these weapons in populated areas.

•

The developing stigma against the use of all
explosive weapons in populated areas must
continue to be extended and entrenched. More
should be done in this regard to work with voices
of influence to help and develop a cohesive
stigma based on the humanitarian impacts of
IEDs. A shift is needed from the current discourse
of terrorism that is highly politicised and failing to
take effect to change the behaviour of IED users.

•

States and users of explosive weapons should
recognise the rights of victims, including those
killed and injured, their families, and affected
communities. They should strive to ensure
the timely and adequate provision of needed
services for the recovery, rehabilitation, and
inclusion of victims of explosive violence,
without discrimination.

•

More research is needed to explore the long-term
and indirect harm that is known to be a distinct
result of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas. The damage that explosive weapons
cause to vital infrastructure and services, the impact on economic livelihoods, the ways in which
they induce psychological trauma and shock are
all consequences that must be investigated.
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Methodology
AOAV uses a methodology adapted from incidentbased casualty recording used by Landmine Action
and Medact in 2009, which in turn was based on
a model created by Robin Coupland and Nathan
Taback.161 Data on explosive violence incidents is
gathered from English-language media reports on
the following factors: the date, time, and location of
the incident; the number and circumstances of people
killed and injured; the weapon type; the reported user
and target; the detonation method and whether displacement or damage to the location was reported.
AOAV does not attempt to comprehensively capture
all incidents of explosive violence around the world
but to serve as a useful indicator of the scale and
pattern of harm. No claims are made that this
data captures every incident or casualty of
explosive violence in 2012.
SELECTING INCIDENTS
An RSS reader is used to scan Google News for key
terms which relate to explosive weapon use: air strike*
artillery* bomb* bombing* cluster bomb* cluster munitions* explosion* explosive* grenade* IED* mine*
missile* mortar* rocket* shell.*
At least one casualty from an explosive weapon must
be reported in order for an incident to be recorded.
Incidents with no clear date or which merely give a
location as a country are excluded, as are incidents
which occur over a period of more than 24 hours
(e.g. 150 people killed by shelling over the last
week). Casualty numbers must be clearly stated;
reports which only describe ‘several’ or ‘numerous’
cannot be recorded.
When there are multiple sources for the same incident,
those which provide the most detail or most recent
casualty information are selected.
SOURCES
AOAV uses a wide range of English-language news
sources, many of which are translated by the publisher.
In total there were 588 different sources used in 2012,
with the ten most used being The Associated Press

(used as a either the first or second source for 751
incidents in 2012), Agence France-Presse (501),
Reuters (424), Xinhua (241), CNN (167), BBC (136),
The Express Tribune (134), The International News
(117), DAWN (107), and The New York Times (96).
RECORDING GUIDELINES
Civilian/ armed actor or security personnel: All
casualties are assumed to be civilians unless otherwise stated. Casualties are recorded as ‘armed actors’
if they are reported as being members of the military,
members of non-state armed groups, or security personnel who are likely to be armed, for example; police,
security guards, intelligence officers, and paramilitary
forces.
Intended target: The target for an attack is only
recorded if one of the three conditions below is met:

•

The target is declared by the user.

•

It is clearly reported in the source.

•

The specific contextual conditions of use clearly
indicate a target (e.g. if an IED is attached to the
car of a police officer or soldier, ‘State armed’ is
recorded as the target).

Populated area: Incidents are designated as occurring in populated areas likely to contain concentrations
of civilians if: a) It is stated in the source (e.g. a busy
street, a crowded market); b) If an incident occurs in
or near a pre-defined location which is likely to contain
concentrations of civilians e.g. commercial premises,
entertainment venues, hospitals, hotels, encampments
(containing IDPs, refugees, nomads), markets, places
of worship, public gatherings, public buildings, public
transport, schools, town centres, urban residential
neighbourhoods, villages/ compounds. This definition
of a populated area is based on Protocol III of the 1980
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW)
which defines concentrations of civilians as: “any concentrations of civilians, be it permanent or temporary,
such as in inhabited parts of cities, or inhabited towns
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or villages, or as in camps or columns of refugees or
evacuees, or groups of nomads.”162
User status: Responsibility for the use of explosive
weapons is assigned where any of the following
conditions are met:

•

The group or actor responsible has claimed
responsibility.

•

The user of the explosive weapon is clearly stated
in the report.

•

If the user of the explosive weapon has employed
technology clearly associated only with that user
in the context in question.

If none of these conditions are met then the user is
recorded as unknown. Users are recorded as ‘state
and non-state’ when both users are identified but it is
not possible to establish which one was responsible
for the particular incident.
LIMITATIONS
This methodology is subject to a number of limitations
and biases, many relating to the nature of the source
material on which it is dependent and the lack of a
mechanism to follow up reports with in-depth investigation. It is recognised that there are very different levels
of reporting across regions and countries so that
under-reporting is likely in some contexts. In addition,
only English-language media reports are used, which
does not provide a comprehensive picture of definitive
explosive weapon use around the world.
The methodology is designed to capture distinct
incidents of explosive violence with a clear date and
location. In some contexts of explosive violence, particularly during intense armed conflict, casualties cannot
be assigned to specific incidents but a total number is
reported as the result of a period of days. These casualties cannot be included in the dataset. This limitation
is discussed with specific reference to the conflict in
Syria on page 13.

As the methodology relies on reports which are filed
shortly after an incident took place, there is no mechanism for assessing whether people reported as
wounded in the immediate aftermath of an incident
subsequently died from their injuries. This is another
factor that should be assessed when considering the
likelihood that the actual numbers of fatalities of explosive violence are higher than the numbers recorded by
AOAV. There is no systematic base-line for determining
what constitutes an injury, and AOAV is therefore subject to the assessment of the news source.
On a number of occasions firearms were also reported
as having been used alongside explosive weapons.
While AOAV always tries to determine the casualties
specifically caused by explosive weapons, in these
incidents new sources are not always able to clarify
which casualties were caused by which weapon type,
particularly in incidents that involved large numbers
of casualties. It is therefore possible that some casualties in these incidents may not have been caused
by explosive weapons.163
Media reports used by AOAV are a valuable resource
for better understanding the scale and pattern of explosive violence use. However, these reports are less
helpful for capturing other types of harm known to
be characteristic of explosive weapons in populated
areas. Damage to infrastructure, the risk of ERW,
long-term health effects, and displacement are all
aspects of the pattern of harm caused by explosive
weapons which are not fully represented in the data
set.164 However, reporting on these effects is often
limited, with news sources focusing on the immediate
aftermath of an incident. For instance, only 31 of the
2,742 incidents had accounts of people being displaced in the source reports. Effects which are the
result of cumulative levels of explosive violence, for
instance communities displaced by heavy shelling
or continued insecurity cannot be fully represented
by this research.
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8 In 2011, 47% of the casualties from air-launched explosive
weapons were civilians, and only 37% of air-launched explosive
weapon attacks were reported in populated areas.
9 In 2011, air-launched explosive weapons were responsible
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recorded by AOAV in 2011).
10 In 2011, this figure was 87% across all areas.
11 In 2011, 73% of casualties from ground-launched weapons
were civilians, and 71% of ground-launched incidents occurred
in populated areas.
12 In 2011, AOAV recorded 5,904 civilian casualties from the
use of ground-launched explosive weapons (27% of all civilian
casualties recorded that year).
13 This was the same pattern as was recorded in 2011.
Pakistan, Somalia, and Afghanistan were most affected in 2011.
14 AOAV recorded 453 IED incidents in Iraq; 321 in
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three most-affected countries in 2011. In 2011, IEDs caused
casualties in 48 countries.
15 In 2011, 14% of IED incidents involved self-killing as a
mode of detonation causing 5,107 civilian casualties. There
was an average of 27 civilian casualties in self-killing attacks;
the average across IED types was 10.
16 In 2011 there was an average of 34 casualties from car
bombs in populated areas compared to 13 in other areas.
17 For example, a third of car bombs caused more than 25
civilian casualties, as did one in every eight incidents where an
air-dropped bomb was recorded. Not every incident in either

category would have necessarily involved a bomb with large
explosive content. However, the higher proportion of incidents
with such high casualty numbers that were recorded within
each weapon category suggests the frequent use of large
blast and fragmentation effects.
18 A target could be ascribed from the reporting of news
sources in about a third of all incidents. In 2011, a target could
be ascribed in 39% of incidents. In 2011, even when armed
actors were reported to be the target of attacks civilians still
made up 49% of the casualties.
19 More than 4,000 civilian deaths and injuries were recorded
in ‘multiple urban’ attacks (see fig.4). The category multiple
explosive weapons is used to capture incidents where more than
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were fired towards a political conference in Sudan, or when a
sequence of IEDs detonated together in a hospital and market
in the Nimroz province of Afghanistan. “France Condemns Rebel
Mortar Attack on Sudan’s Kadugli,” Sudan Tribune posted in All
Africa, 9 October 2012,
http://allafrica.com/stories/201210100349.html (accessed 1
March 2013) and “Bomb Blasts Kill Dozens Across Afghanistan,”
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1 March 2012,
www.rferl.org/content/afghanistan-suicide-attack/24676785.html
(accessed 1 March 2013).
20 The people injured by explosive weapons may include
casualties who were treated for psychological harm. These are
rarely clearly described in news sources as distinct from physical
wounds, but may have been included where, for example, news
sources quoted hospital sources and did not provide further detail
regarding the types of injuries. AOAV cannot determine what
criteria are used by each media source to determine how severe
an injury must be to be reported as a casualty, and is therefore
subject to the assessment of its sources.
21 The definition of a populated area used by AOAV is based
on Protocol III of the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons (CCW) which defines concentrations of civilians as:
“any concentrations of civilians, be it permanent or temporary,
such as in inhabited parts of cities, or inhabited towns or villages,
or as in camps or columns of refugees or evacuees, or group
of nomads.” The full definition is available at: “Protocol on
Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Incendiary Weapons
(Protocol III),” ICRC, Geneva, 10 October 1980,
www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/FULL/515 (accessed 7 March 2013). AOAV
guidelines for recording an area as populated are included in
the Methodology.
22 The category of ‘mines’ includes both antipersonnel landmines and anti-vehicle mines. In many incidents, news sources
often report what were likely actually victim-activated IEDs as
‘mines’ or in ambiguous language and it is not clear in many
incidents whether these incidents involve manufactured or
improvised explosive weapons. For detailed information on the
incidents of antipersonnel and other types of mine use around
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Monitor 2012, November 2012, www.the-monitor.org/index.php/
publications/display?url=lm/2012/ (accessed 7 March 2013).
23 Attacks described as air strikes can combine the firing of
explosive missiles, the dropping of aerial bombs, and/or strafing
using automatic weapons. There is often a lack of detail in media
and official statements as to which specific weapons were used.
On this basis incidents reported as air strikes were recorded as
the use of an explosive weapon unless it is clear that only nonexplosive weapons were used.
24 There were several incidents in Syria in 2012 where the use
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